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PLAYTIME FOR PUPS IS NOW EVEN MORE FUN!
PetSafe® Brand launches four new dog toys
Playtime for pups is about to get even more fun with the launch of four new dog toys from PetSafe®
Brand. Just like people, pets need to take time out to enjoy themselves – and the new additions are
designed to help dogs do just that.

Global pet product expert PetSafe® Brand has designed each of the four toys to excite dogs of all ages
and sizes, while also challenging them mentally to keep them actively engaged and alert.

The following new additions to the Play & Challenge range are available from September from the
PetSafe® Brand website and other selected retailers:

Squeak 'n Treat Ninja Star, from £4.99 – this fun durable toy features
rubber Treat Meter™ treat dispensers that offers customisable rates of
treat release. The toy also has a squeaker which gives pups the fun of the
squeak without pet parents having the mess of plush toy destruction
clean-up. Available in three sizes, the Ninja Star’s unique shape makes it
perfect for fun fetch play too.

Chilly Penguin, from £4.99 – this unique freezable toy releases cool dog-safe treats
making it perfect for the hotter months. Pet parents simply put their dog’s favourite
treat in the bowl-shaped cavity, pop in the freezer overnight and then the treat is ready
to enjoy. The toy’s wobble design gives dogs an extra challenge and further helps
extend playtime. Multiple Penguins can be stacked on top of one another in the freezer
and the toy is conveniently dishwasher safe.

PetSafe® Grip ‘n Tug™, £12.99 – this durable toy provides a rewarding,
safe and fun experience for pups and their parents and is a wonderful
way to train dogs with basic commands like “drop it.” Its smart design
means the fleece and rope braided tug does not get stuck in a dog’s
teeth or gums and its protective handle makes it safer and less tiring for
pet owners. Conveniently, the “Tugs” are detachable, meaning they
can be both machine washed and replaced if needed.

PetSafe® Fleece Tug, £7.99 – this toy can be used alone in a fun game of tug or
as a replacement Tug for the PetSafe® Grip ‘n Tug™ toy.
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About PetSafe® Brand
PetSafe® Brand is a global pet product expert with wide-ranging innovative products including training,
containment, lifestyle and wellbeing product solutions. Visit www.petsafe.com/UK for further details or
connect on Facebook, Twitter or Instagram.

